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Abstract: Soft error is a key challenge in computer systems. Without soft error mitigation, control
flow error (CFE) can lead to system crash. Signature-based CFE monitoring scheme is a representative
technique for detecting CFEs during runtime. However, most of the signature-based CFE monitoring
schemes proposed thus far are based on a single thread. Currently, the widely used multi-threaded
and multi-core environments have greatly improved the performance of the computing system,
but, if the these schemes are applied in these environments, performance improvement is difficult
to achieve, or rather performance degradation may occur. In this paper, we propose a separate
signature-based CFE monitoring (SSCFM) scheme that separates the signature update and the
signature verification on the thread level. The signature update is combined with application
thread and signature verification and executed on separate monitor threads, so that we can expect
performance improvements in multi-threaded or multi-core environments. Furthermore, the SSCFM
scheme can fully cover inter-procedural CFE not covered by many signature-based CFE monitoring
schemes by using inter-procedural control flow analysis. With the proposed SSCFM scheme,
the execution time overhead is reduced by approximately 26.67% on average from the SEDSR
scheme, and the average CFE detection rate with SSCFM is approximately 93.69%. In addition,
this paper also introduces the LLVM compiler-based SSCFM generator that makes it easy to apply
the SSCFM scheme to software applications.

Keywords: software signature-based control flow error monitoring; multi-threaded and multi-core
system; automatic code-generation

1. Introduction

Transient fault, or soft error, is a key challenge in computer system. Transient fault is caused
by electromagnetic interferences, power glitches, or highly energized particles passing through a
semiconductor device [1,2]. Since a transient fault occurs intermittently, it is different from a permanent
fault, and it may cause erroneous bit-flips. The bit-flips can corrupt memory such as registers,
main memory and may affect control flow of the software in execution. In particular, control flow
errors (CFE) due to erroneous bit-flops can lead to system crash [3].

To mitigate soft errors, many hardware-based CFE monitoring schemes and software-based CFE
monitoring schemes have been proposed. Hardware-based CFE monitoring schemes [4–7] incur
low run-time overhead but require additional hardware modules or modification to commodity
hardware. Software-based CFE monitoring schemes do not require additional hardware module or
hardware modification. Software-based CFE monitoring schemes can be divided into CFE monitoring
schemes using redundancy of instructions such as jump instructions [8–11] and signature-based
CFE monitoring schemes that represent control flows as signature variables and detect CFEs [12–18].
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However, the software-based CFE monitoring scheme has a problem that execution time overhead is
very large because additional instructions or CFE detection code are required. In particular, CFE can
occur in a wide variety of forms in inter-block CFEs and inter-procedural CFEs, and there is a trade-off
between CFE detection rate and execution time overhead because more detection code is needed to
handle more types of CFEs.

In this paper, we propose a signature-based CFE monitoring scheme that fully covers the
inter-procedural CFE that is not covered or partially covered in previous works and that is modified
from the typical signature-based CFE monitoring scheme in order to take advantage of performance
improvement of execution time reduction in multi-threaded or multi-core systems. The main
contribution of this paper are as follows: (1) we propose a new model of signature-based CFE
monitoring scheme that take advantage of performance improvements of execution overhead reduction
in a multi-threaded or multi-core environment; (2) we introduce a signature-based CFE monitoring
scheme that can fully cover inter-procedural CFE; and (3) we propose and implement a code-generation
framework for the proposed signature-based CFE monitoring scheme that makes it easier to apply to
software application programs.

The remainder of this paper consists is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works for
existing signature-based CFE monitoring schemes are reviewed. Section 3 describes the proposed
separate signature-based CFE monitoring scheme, while Section 4 explores the feasibility of the
proposed scheme through several virtual monitoring scenarios. Section 5 introduces a code generation
framework for the proposed scheme. In Section 6, we prove the validity of the proposed scheme
through experimentation. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2. Related Works

2.1. Signature-Based CFE Monitoring Schemes

Control flow is the determined operation sequence of software, and control flow error (CFE) is
the operation state from the control flow. The control flow can be expressed as a directed graph [19],
as shown in Figure 1. Each node (vn) in the graph represents a basic block of the control flow. Each edge
set (en) corresponding to a node (vn) refers to a basic block-to-basic block connection set starting from
the node (vn). If node vp is connected to node vq, it can be expressed as vq ∈ ep in relation to ep and vq;
it can also be expressed as vp = prior(vq). In this case, the CFE is expressed as the state that the current
node vx is in relation of vx 6∈ prior(ex). The graph is called a “control flow graph” (CFG).
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Figure 1. Control flow and CFE.

The signature-based CFE monitoring scheme is a technique for describing the control flow of
software and for detecting the CFEs using signature variables, called “software signature”. In the
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monitoring scheme, two routines called “signature update” and “signature verification” are alternated
in basic block units. The signature update updates signature variables according to the current basic
block in the CFG, and the signature verification checks that the updated signature variables do not
deviate from the CFG. In other words, the signature-based CFE monitoring scheme is based on a
model in which signature updates and signature verification are continuously alternated.

In the literature, many CFE monitoring schemes have been introduced in order to mitigate
system failures due to CFE. Signature-based CFE monitoring is a typical software-based CFE
monitoring scheme. Figure 2a shows the basic model of the existing signature-based CFE monitoring
scheme, which consists of two routines: signature update U(bn, s) and signature verification
V(s, dn). Bn represents the nth basic block; bn represents the signature variable in Bn and is determined
at compile time; s is a signature variable and is updated during runtime; and dn is a signature
determined with dn = U(bn, s) at compile time and it is used for comparison with the run-time
signature s. The run-time signature s in Bn is updated with signature update and it is verified with
signature verification in the next basic block Bn+1. If V(s, dn) does not meet zero, the CFE monitor
judges that CFE has occurred. As the simplest case of a signature-based CFE monitoring scheme,
U(bn, s) = bn and V(s, dn) = s − dn = s − bn can be selected, as shown in Figure 2b.

𝑈 𝑏𝑛, 𝒔 = 𝑏𝑛
𝑉 𝑑𝑛, 𝒔 = 𝒔 − 𝑏𝑛

𝑈 𝑏𝑛, 𝒔 : signature update

𝑉 𝑑1, 𝒔 : signature verification

(a) (b)

𝐢𝐟 𝑉 𝑑1, 𝒔 ≠ 0: error()

instructions in 𝐵1

𝒔 ← 𝑈(𝑏1, 𝒔)

𝒔 ← 𝑈(𝑏2, 𝒔)

𝐢𝐟 𝑉 𝑑2, 𝒔 ≠ 0: error()
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𝐢𝐟 𝑉 𝑑3, 𝒔 ≠ 0: error()

𝐢𝐟 𝑠 − 𝑏1 ≠ 0: error()

instructions in 𝐵1
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𝐢𝐟 𝑠 − 𝑏2 ≠ 0: error()

instructions in 𝐵2

𝒔 ← 𝑏3

𝐢𝐟 𝑠 − 𝑏3 ≠ 0: error()

Figure 2. (a) Typical model of signature-based CFE monitoring scheme; and (b) the simplest case of
signature-based CFE monitoring scheme

Most of the existing signature-based CFE monitoring schemes, such as CFCSS [16], YACCA [17],
ECCA [18], RSCFC [15], SEDSR [14], SCFC [13], and RASM [12] have mainly focused on how to update
and verify software signatures. They have tried to more appropriately select the number of run-time
signatures and compile-time signatures, where to insert the signature update and signature verification
in each basic block, and the algorithms of signature update and signature verification to improve
performance through low execution overhead time and high CFE detection rate. For example, in CFCSS
scheme, signature variable G is used for run-time signature, and signature variable d, D, and s are used
for compile-time signature. In signature update routine, G is updated as G = G⊕ d⊕ D. In signature
verification routine, compile-time signature s is compared with the updated G and if G is not equal with
s, CFCSS judges that CFE occurs. The signature update routines and the signature verification routines
are inserted sequentially at the beginning of the each basic block. In SEDSR scheme, signature variable S
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is used for run-time signature, and signature variable s is used for compile-time signature. In signature
update routine, S is updated as S = s. In signature verification routine, compile-time signature s is
compared with the updated S and, if s is not equal with S, SEDSR judges that CFE occurs. In SEDSR
scheme, unlike CFCSS scheme, the signature update routines are inserted in the middle of each basic
block, and the signature verification routines are inserted sequentially at the beginning of the each
basic block. Asghari et al. [14] claimed that simple operation without XOR or AND operation is used in
signature update to lower the execution time overhead and that locating the signature update routine in
the middle of the basic block will improve the CFE detection rate. In RASM scheme, signature variable
signature and adjustValue are used for run-time signature, and signature variable randomNumberBB
and subRanPreVal are used for compile-time signature. RASM is a two-update scheme, which is called
gradual update. In gradual update, the first update is inserted at the end of the previous basic block
and the second update is inserted at the beginning of current basic block. In the first signature update
routine, signature is updated as signature = signature − subRanPreVal. In the second signature
update routine, signature is updated as signature = signature − adjustValue if adjustValue > 0 or
signature = signature+ adjustValue if adjustValue ≤ 0. In signature verification routine, compile-time
signature randomNumberBB is compared with the updated signature and if signature is not equal with
randomNumberBB, RASM judges that CFE occurs. Vankeirsbilck et al. [12] claimed that operations
such as addition and subtraction are used in the signature update and the gradual update method
reduces the execution overhead and increases the CFE detection rate respectively. However, as can
be seen in the examples, the previous works on signature-based CFE monitoring schemes have a
very formal form and have different performance depending on the number of signatures used,
the signature update/verification routine type, and the location of the routine in basic block.

2.2. Coverage of CFE Detection

CFE is caused by jump, call, and return instructions that can change the value of the program
counter. Note that if a bit-flip occurs in the operand of each instruction, the program counter can be
changed to any value. CFE is divided into intra-block CFE, inter-block CFE, and inter-procedural
CFE. In this terminology, block refers to a basic block and procedure refers to a function. Intra-block
CFE monitoring schemes detect CFE using instruction redundancy at the instruction level. Intra-block
CFE monitoring schemes detect CFE by inserting redundant instructions and comparing the two
instructions. However, even if the instruction is executed repeatedly, it is executed continuously, so that
both the original instruction and the duplicated instruction may have errors, and the redundancy
of instructions causes a lot of execution time overhead. This paper is based on the signature-based
CFE monitoring scheme (included in the domain of the inter-block CFE detection or inter-procedural
CFE detection). Hence, the intra-block CFE monitoring scheme through redundancy of instructions is
beyond the scope of our research.

Inter-block CFE detection does not detect CFE at all instruction levels, but is a scheme for
detecting control flow as a connection of basic blocks and detecting whether the CFE is out of this.
Figure 3a shows the inter-block CFE generated between basic blocks. The inter-block CFE can be
divided into two types: a jump to an illegal basic block and a jump to the current basic block. CFE-a
illustrates a CFE caused by a jump to an illegal basic block and CFE-b illustrates a jump to the
current basic block. Many previous signature-based CFE monitoring schemes [12–18] detects CFE for
jump to an illegal basic block, but some schemes have not detected CFE for jump to a current basic
block [13,14]. Figure 3b shows the inter-procedural CFE where the CFE occurs beyond the function
boundary. The inter-procedural CFE can be divided into three types: a jump to incorrect address in
a call instruction, a jump to incorrect address in a return instruction, and a jump from a basic block
that has call instruction or return instruction in a function to any basic block in another function.
CFE-c illustrates a jump to incorrect address in a call instruction, CFE-d illustrates a jump to incorrect
address in a return instruction and CFE-e illustrates a jump from a basic block that has call instruction
or return instruction in a function to any basic block in another function.
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Figure 3. (a) Cases of inter-block CFE; and (b) cases of inter-procedural CFE.

Many of the previous works [12–18] do not mention inter-procedural CFE and do not address
it. To deal with the inter-procedural CFE caused by a jump to incorrect address in a call instruction
(CFE-c) and a jump to incorrect address in a return instruction (CFE-d), some previous works give a
signature representing the function such as function identifier (FID) [20] and global signature register
(GSR) [21], update it before the call instruction, and verify after function return. However, it seems
that there is no proposed signature-based CFE monitoring scheme to fully detect inter-procedural
CFEs. This is because a function can be called often in a functional language such as C/C++, Java,
and Python. In the case of inter-block CFE detection, the connectivity between basic blocks can
be represented by a maximum of two at the conditional branch. However, since a function can be
called often depending on the software application, it is difficult to express the connectivities of
function call/return with signature update routines and signature verification routines of existing
signature-based CFE monitoring schemes.

In this paper, we propose a signature-based CFE monitoring scheme that can fully detect
inter-procedural CFE as well as inter-block CFE. Through a novel concept of function stack routine
that handles function calls and returns, inter-procedural CFE caused by a jump to an incorrect address
in call/return instruction is detected. In addition, through the characteristics of the signature queue,
inter-procedural CFE caused a jump from a basic block that does not have a call instruction or return
instruction in a function to any basic block in another function is detected.

2.3. Granularity of CFE Detection

Depending on the granularity of the CFE detection, the signature-based CFE monitoring scheme
is divided into two: fine-grained CFE monitoring and coarse-grained CFE monitoring schemes.
The initially proposed signature-based CFE monitoring schemes were mostly fined-grained CFE
monitoring schemes. A signature is assigned to each basic block and CFE monitoring is performed
on connectivity of all basic blocks. The advantage of fine-grained CFE monitoring is that it is highly
accurate. This is because the CFE detection code is inserted for all basic blocks. However, this causes a
problem of high execution time overhead.

In recent works, course-grained CFE schemes using dominator [22] or super nodes [23] have been
proposed to reduce execution time overhead by detecting only CFEs between dominator or super
node. After considering the connectivity of the basic blocks, the dominator is selected among the basic
blocks and the super node is created by combining the basic blocks. After considering the connectivity
of the basic blocks, the dominator is selected among the basic blocks and the super node is created by
combining the basic blocks. However, we think it has the same semantic as increasing the size of the
basic block in terms of inter-block CFE detection. Therefore, this can lead to an increase in CFE within
the block instead of obtaining a reduction in execution time overhead. In this paper, we propose a
scheme that can reduce execution time overhead in multi-threaded or multi-core environments while
following a fine-grained CFE monitoring scheme that monitors connectivity of all basic blocks.
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2.4. Multi-Threading Technique and Multi-Core Environments

The multi-threading technique [24] and parallelism technique in a multi-core environment [25]
lead to overall improvement in system performance and are widely used in computer systems.
This technique enables maximum resource utilization for a given processor, and the parallelism
technique in a multi-core environment increases the number of processors in operation at once,
enabling parallel processing. However, if the previous signature-based CFE monitoring schemes
are applied to a system using this multi-threading technique or a multi-core system, execution time
overhead will be further increased due to context switching with other threads or other scheduling
routines. This is because the previous signature-based CFE monitoring schemes are based on a
single thread. In this way, previously proposed schemes that is based on a single thread can degrade
performance in multi-threaded or multi-core environments. The CRDC/CRMC [26] scheme proposed
in the CFE recovery scheme also mentions this.

In software-based CFE monitoring schemes, there has been an attempt to reduce the execution
time overhead by utilizing a multi-threaded or multi-core system. COMET [9] is a scheme to detect
CFE through redundancy of instructions. It makes redundant instructions operate in monitor threads
to reduce overhead. However, the previous signature-based CFE monitoring schemes tightly combine
a target software application with the CFE monitoring code on a single thread. This makes it difficult
to take advantage of multi-threading technique or multi-core environments. To do so, it is necessary to
separate the tightly combined target software application and CFE monitor code into more than two
independent routines. In our work, we selected the signature update and the signature verification as
separate routines. In our proposed signature-based CFE monitoring scheme, we modify the typical
signature-based CFE monitoring scheme, leading to a performance improvement in the reduction of
execution time overhead in multi-threaded or multi-core environments. The typical signature-based
CFE monitoring scheme, consisting of signature update and signature verification, is separated into
thread levels, and each signature update and signature verification is performed in separate threads,
enabling to be applied in multi-threaded and multi-core environments.

3. Separate Signature-Based CFE Monitoring Scheme

3.1. Separation of Signature Update and Signature Verification

In this paper, based on the fact that the multi-threading technique and multi-core parallelization
can improve performance, we propose a separate signature-based CFE monitoring (SSCFM) scheme
that can be applied to multi-threaded or multi-core environments. For the purpose of distinguishing
the existing signature-based CFE monitoring schemes from the proposed SSCFM scheme, the existing
signature-based CFE monitoring schemes are hereafter referred to as “non-SSCFM” schemes.

The previously proposed non-SSCFM schemes tightly combine a target application with the CFE
monitoring code on a single thread. This makes it difficult to take advantage of multi-core environments
and environments. Hence, it is necessary to separate the tightly combined CFE-detectable application
into more than two independent routines. The proposed SSCFM scheme treats the signature update and
the signature verification as separate routines. Figure 4 describes the typical model of the non-SSCFM
scheme and the proposed SSCFM scheme. In the non-SSCFM scheme, the signature update and
signature verification are alternately executed in each basic block. However, in the proposed SSCFM
scheme, the two routines perform separately on the thread level. The signature update, which is
called “signature enqueue” in the SSCFM scheme, is executed in the “application thread” on which the
monitored application runs. The signature verification is executed in a separately generated thread for
verification. Hereafter, we will call the separate thread for signature verification the “monitor thread”.
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Figure 4. (a) Typical non-SSCFM scheme; and (b) the proposed SSCFM scheme.

3.2. Signature Queue

The run-time signatures in the non-SSCFM schemes have shared characteristics based on the
fact that signature update is performed by overwriting in each basic block. In the proposed SSCFM
scheme, the concept of a “signature queue” is introduced so that signature verification is performed
collectively in monitor threads. The signature queue can be thought of as a run-time signature in
the format of a queue with no shared characteristics. The signature queue is filled with the updated
run-time signature in each basic block. In other words, the signature queue is updated in each basic
block with a signature enqueue described below. The signature queue’s non-shared characteristics may
lead to additional effects in solving the problem of CFE detection rate degradation due to run-time
signature sharing in existing non-SSCFM schemes.

Figure 5 shows two cases of CFEs that may not be found due to the shared characteristics of
the run-time signature in the typical non-SSCFM schemes: update after update and update after
verification. This is because the run-time signature is overwritten in each basic block in the signature
update. In the prior signature-based monitoring schemes, two-staged signature updates in ECCA [17]
and RASM [12] or two-staged signature verification in YACCA [16] are proposed in order to solve the
problem. However, these multi-staged update/verification approaches cause additional calculations
and hence increase the execution time overhead.

3.3. Signature Enqueue

In our work, we introduce a new concept of “signature queue” to collect information of
connectivity between basic blocks and collectively verify in separate monitor routines. In the existing
non-SSCFM schemes, XOR operation [16,20,27] and AND operation [17] are generally used for
signature update to indicate connectivity information between basic blocks during runtime [15,18].
However, in our proposed SSCFM scheme, the signature enqueue performs the same semantic role
of updating the run-time signature as the signature update. The signature queue is responsible for
putting the compile-time signatures of each basic block into the signature queue. SSCFM scheme
does not use XOR operation or AND operation as mentioned in SEDSR, so it can expect reduction of
execution time overhead. In the case that the signature queue is full, a monitor thread is generated and
the “monitor routine” described below is executed on the monitor thread, as depicted in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5. Cases of undetected CFE: (a) update after update; and (b) update after verification.

In Algorithm 1, s is a compile-time signature determined at compile time, which is unique value
and represents a basic block. Qs is a signature queue. Q̂s is the current size of signature queue. Q̂max

s is
the maximum size of signature queue. In each basic block, s is enqueued into Qs. After s is enqueued,
Q̂s is compared with Q̂max

s and if Q̂s is less than Q̂max
s , the value of Q̂s is incremented by one and

signature enqueue routine is terminated. However, if the values of Q̂s and Q̂max
s are equal (signature

queue is full), a new thread is created and the monitor routine runs on it. Next, a new signature queue
is created and the size of the signature queue Q̂s is assigned as zero. Note that the full signature queue
is used in the monitor routine.

Algorithm 1: signature_enqueue.

signature_enqueue(s, Qs, Q̂s, Q̂max
s )

s : an input signature
Qs : a signature queue
Q̂s : the current size of Qs

Q̂max
s : the maximum size of Qs

generate_thread(function, signature queue) : system function to generate a thread
generate_new_signature_queue(max size) : generate a new signature queue

Qs [Q̂s]← s
if Q̂s == Q̂max

s then
generate_new_thread(monitor_routine, Qs)
Qs ← generate_new_signature_queue( Q̂max

s )
Q̂s ← 0

end
else

Q̂s ← Q̂s + 1
end
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In the non-SSCFM schemes, the run-time signature is shared in a basic block. In other words,
the signature update operation is repeated for each basic block in one signature variable. However,
in the signature enqueue, a compile-time signature representing each basic block is stored in each place
in the signature queue. Therefore, the run-time signature of previous works has a property of being
shared in basic block, but run-time signatures in SSCFM are not shared. As indicated, the non-shared
characteristics of these run-time signatures can solve the CFE detection rate degradation caused by the
run-time signature sharing nature of non-SSCFM schemes

3.4. Monitor Routine and Signature Verification

The “monitor routine” is described in Algorithm 2. The routine runs the signature verification
until the signature queue is empty. Algorithm 3 shows a pseudo-code of signature verification
performed by comparing the run-time signature in the signature queue and the compile-time signature
in the inter-procedural CFG. In the case that the run-time signature in the signature queue does not
correspond with the compile-time signature in the inter-procedural CFE, the SSCFM monitor judges
that CFE has occurred.

The SSCFM scheme collectively performs signature verification operations in a separate monitor
thread. A monitor routine is a collection of signature verification routines that run on separate monitor
threads. In Algorithm 2, the signature verification routine is performed until the value of Q̂s is
zero. There is a signature dequeue routine in the signature verification routine, which dequeues the
signatures in the signature queue, decreasing Q̂s by one. After all signature verification routines have
been completed, the empty signature queue is deleted.

The life cycle of a signature queue is as follows. (1) Generation of signature queue: A signature
queue is created in monitor initialization routine at the beginning of the program. The size of the
signature queue is determined by the target software application being monitored at compile-stage.
(2) Enqueue signature routine: During runtime, the signature enqueue routine is executed in each basic
block, and a compile-time signature is accumulated in the signature queue. (3) Full signature queue:
If the signature queue is full due to signature enqueue routine, the monitor routine is executed and the
monitor routine runs on a separate thread. (4) Delete signature queue: The monitor routine continues
until the signature queue is vacated by the signature verification routine, and the empty signature
queue is deleted after signature queue is empty. (5) Regeneration of signature queue: Immediately
after creating the monitor routine in Step 3, a new signature queue is created. The new life cycle starts
from Step 2.

Algorithm 2: monitor_routine.

monitor_routine(Qs, Q̂s, G, v̇s)

Qs : a signature queue
Q̂s : the current size of Qs

G : inter-procedural CFG
vs : the node corresponding to signature s in G
v̇s : the current node in G

delete_signature_queue(signature queue) : delete the signature queue

while Q̂s 6= 0 do
signature_verification(Q̂s, Qs, G, v̇s)

end
delete_signature_queue(Qs)
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In Algorithm 3, dequeue routine dequeues the signatures in the signature queue, decreasing
Q̂s by one. G is the inter-procedural CFG determined at compile-time. G has the connection
information of all the basic blocks and function call information. As discussed in more detail in the next
subsection, SSCFM has an inter-procedural CFG that represents the connectivity of a basic function
block. The nodes of the inter-procedural CFG represent one basic block and each node has a unique
compile-time signature. In addition, each node is connected according to the connection of basic block.
get_node_ f rom_signature routine finds the node corresponding to that signature in the inter-procedural
CFG and returns the node to vs. v̇s represents the current node in the inter-procedural CFG, which is
the node that updates its state if CFE is not detected in signature verification. get_next_node_in_graph
routine returns information about the next nodes connected from current node v̇s. Next, if vs is not
included in the next nodes, SSCFM judges that CFE has occurred. Otherwise, v̇s is updated to vs.

Algorithm 3: signature_verification.

signature_verification(Qs, Q̂s, G, v̇s)

Qs : a signature queue
Q̂s : the current size of Qs

G : inter-procedural CFG
vs : the node corresponding to signature s in G
v̇s : the current node in G
s : the signature dequeued from Qs

sNEXT : the set of signatures in the nodes directed by vs

dequeue(signature queue, the current queue size) : dequeue from Qs and decrease Q̂s by 1
get_node_from_signature(signature) : get vs from s
get_next_node_in_graph(inter-procedural CFG, the current node)

s← dequeue(Qs, Q̂s)
vs ← get_node_from_signature(s)
sNEXT ← get_next_node_in_graph(G, v̇s)
if vs /∈ sNEXT then

error()
end
else

v̇s ← vs

end

In the non-SSCFM schemes, signature verification is the process of comparing the compile-time
signature with the updated run-time signature. Although the SSCFM scheme proposed in this paper
has the same semantic relation between the compile-time signature and the run-time signature, in the
proposed scheme, the compile-time signature to be compared is in the inter-procedural CFG and
run-time signature is in the signature queue. The inter-procedural CFG is generated at the beginning
of the program by a monitor initialization routine, which is a routine created through static analysis of
the target software application at compile time and is executed only once.

3.5. Inter-Procedural CFG

The SSCFM scheme detects CFE in the coverage of inter-procedural control flow. CFE detection
within each function could be one of the factors that degrades the CFE detection performance. Figure 6a
illustrates how the SSCFM generates an inter-procedural CFG from each CFG of a function f1 and a
function f2.
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Each node in inter-procedural CFG represents each basic block in the monitored application,
with a compile-time signature that corresponds with the updated run-time signature during runtime.
s fm

n represents the compile-time signature in nth basic block of mth function. The generation of the
inter-procedural CFG follows the steps and principles below. (1) The nodes of the control graph in
each function represent the basic blocks. (2) Each node is divided into four types: branch, call, entry,
and return types. (3) If a node has more than two function calls, the node is divided so that a call-type
node has only one function call. (4) The call-type node is connected to the entry type node of the callee
function. (5) The return-type node is not connected to any nodes.

In the case of a function call, the connected node is uniquely determined to be one node.
However, in the case of a return from a function, it is difficult to uniquely determine the node
to be returned: the function can be called by a plurality of functions, and including all the functions
in the inter-procedural control graph may cause a drop in CFE detection rates. Therefore, we have
introduced a function stack so that the SSCFM scheme uniquely determines the node to be returned in
the inter-procedural CFG.

3.6. Function Stack Routine and Function Stack

The “function stack routine” consists of “push” and “pop”, and uses a “function stack” filled with
a call-return signature that is shared with a compile-time signature in each call-type and return-type
basic block. The function stack is pushed only when the basic block is a call-type. The function
stack is popped only when the basic block is a return-type. The function stack routine is included in
signature enqueue routine in call-type basic block, not all basic blocks. When the signature queue is
full, the function stack is passed to a generated monitor thread. In the monitor thread, the function
stack is used when the current node in inter-procedural CFG has to deal with a function call and return,
as shown in Figure 6b.
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Figure 6. (a) Inter-procedural CFG; and (b) function stack routine.

3.7. Monitor Initialization

The “monitor initialization” routine is inserted at the front of the first basic block of the monitored
application. This routine generates the inter-procedural CFG used in the monitor routine and signature
verification in the monitor thread, as described above.
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3.8. Overall Operation Sequence in SSCFM Scheme

(1) In the compile stage, a static analysis is performed on the target software application for which
CFE is to be monitored. At this time, a unique compile-time signature is assigned to each basic block,
and an inter-procedural CFG is generated based on the compile-time signature. (2) The signature
enqueue routine, the monitor initialization routine, and the monitor routine are also inserted into
the target software application at compile time. (3) At the beginning of the program, the monitor
initialization routine runs and generates inter-procedural CFG. (4) The program executes a signature
enqueue routine for each basic block, and the unique compile-time signatures of each basic block are
put into the signature queue. (5) When the signature queue is full, the monitor routine is executed in
the new thread and the signature verification routine is executed until the signature queue is empty.
Note that signature verification routines exist in the monitor routine. (6) If CFE is not detected until
signature queue is empty, the signature queue is removed and the monitor thread is terminated. (7) In
Step 5, a new signature queue is created immediately after the monitor routine is created in the new
thread. (8) After Step 7, from Step 4 to the end of the program is repeated.

4. Monitoring Scenario with SSCFM Scheme

In this section, we intuitively demonstrate performance improvements with the proposed SSCFM
scheme compared with non-SSCFM schemes. The scenario environments are determined by the
number of occupable cores (C), the size of the signature queue (Q), and the presence of a blocking
I/O of the monitored application (B). Note that, if the non-SSCFM schemes are applied to a system
using this multi-threading technique or a multi-core system, execution time overhead will be further
increased due to context switching with other threads or other scheduling routines as indicated. This is
because the non-SSCFM schemes are based on a single thread.

4.1. Performance Improvements in Multi-Core Environments

The comparison of the non-SSCFM scheme in Figure 4a and the SSCFM scheme in Figure 7a
intuitively shows the latter’s improved performance compared to the non-SSCFM scheme. There is no
signature verification in the application thread, but there is in the monitor thread. Of course, in this
case, the number of cores is more than 2 (C ≥ 2), which presents performance improvements obtained
from multi-core environments. However, the non-SSCFM scheme cannot have such performance
improvements in multi-core environments.

4.2. Performance Improvements in Multi-Core Environments and Blocking I/O

Figure 7b represents a case of an SSCFM-applied application with blocking I/O in multi-core
environments (C = 1, B = True). If the non-SSCFM scheme is applied, the CFE monitoring is blocked
along with the application. However, if the SSCFM scheme is applied, the CFE monitoring is able
to run in the monitor thread even with the application in a blocked state. Note that the non-SSCFM
scheme is based on a single thread. Therefore, if the target application program to be monitored has an
I/O operation and is blocked by an I/O operation, the monitor routine will also stop. However, in the
SSCFM scheme, a separate thread for CFE monitoring is created and the monitor routine operates
on the thread. Therefore, even if the application thread is blocked due to I/O operation, the monitor
thread can run in a separate thread.

4.3. Performance Improvements in Multi-Threaded Environments and Blocking I/O

Figure 7c shows a case of an SSCFM-applied application with blocking I/O in an environment in
which there is only a single core, or where only one core can be occupied (C = 1, B = True). Even if
the application is blocked due to I/O, the monitor thread can be context-switched to keep operating.
Of course, there is no guarantee that the monitor thread will always run at that time according to the
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scheduling policy. However, since the non-SSCFM scheme is based on a single thread, it is impossible
to do so.

(a)

App

is blocked

(b)

App

is blocked

context switching

context switching

Mon with

low priority

(c)

Delayed

by low priority

(d)

App Mon1 Mon2 App Mon App Mon App Mon

provoke 
monitoring
routine

provoke 
monitoring
routine

provoke 
monitoring
routine

provoke 
monitoring
routine

Figure 7. Monitoring scenario with SSCFM: (a) separate signature-based monitoring (SSCFM) scheme
(Q = 4, C ≥ 2); (b) I/O blocking with SSCFM (Q = 50, C ≥ 2, B = True); (c) I/O blocking with SSCFM
(Q = 50, C = 1, B = True); and (d) delayed CFE monitoring with SSCFM (Q = 50, C ≥ 1).

4.4. Delayed Monitoring

Figure 7d shows the delayed operation of CFE monitoring in the case that SSCFM scheme is
applied. When many applications operate and try to occupy the cores simultaneously, a certain
resource may be insufficient. In that case, the SSCFM scheme can lower the priority of the monitor
thread so that the monitored application has priority to operate.

5. Code-Generation Framework for SSCFM

This section describes the overall structure of a monitoring code-generation framework for
the proposed SSCFM scheme (called an “SSCFM generator”) and shows how each module works.
The SSCFM generator depicted in Figure 8 is decomposed into front- and back-end modules.
The front-end modules consist of a Clang module, an LLVM IR parser module, and a control flow static
analyzer module. The back-end modules consist of a monitoring code generator module, a signature
code implanter module, and a target binary code generator module. The front-end modules perform a
static analysis of the input application and generate metadata for monitoring code generation, while the
back-end modules generate a signature-based monitoring code, insert the monitoring code into the
input application, and provide a control flow monitorable application using the SSCFM scheme.

5.1. Clang and LLVM Parser

The SSCFM generator adopts an LLVM complier infrastructure [28] and LLVM IR in order to
analyze a target application. Clang, a well-known module in the LLVM complier infrastructure,
converts the C/C++ code into LLVM IR. The LLVM parser provides a basic block-based data structure
to facilitate the basic block-level static analysis.
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Figure 8. Overall structure of the code-generation framework for the SSCFM scheme.

5.2. Control Flow Static Analyzer

The control flow static analyzer module performs the analysis of the parsed LLVM IR code and
generates metadata such as function call graph, the CFG for each function, and compile-time signature
in each basic block.

5.3. Monitoring Code Generator

In the SSCFM generator, monitoring code for CFE detection is generated based on metadata
from the control flow static analyzer. The monitoring code in the SSCFM scheme consists of
monitor initialization code, signature enqueue code, and monitor routine code that includes signature
verification. The monitor routine initially generates an inter-procedural CFG and performs signature
verification by comparing the inter-procedural CFG with the signature queue in the monitor thread.
The code for monitor initialization and monitor routine is generated based on the inter-procedural CFG,
and the signature enqueue code is generated based on the compile-time signature in each basic block.

5.4. Signature Code Implanter

The signature code implanter module implants two signature-related codes into a target
application; one is code for the monitor initialization routine, and the other is for the signature
enqueue routine. The code for the monitor initialization routine is inserted into the first basic block of
the target application, and the code for the signature enqueue routine is inserted in every basic block.

5.5. Target Binary Code Generator

The target binary code generator module generates binary code according to the architecture of
the system in which the application runs. This module mainly consists of LLVM llc.

6. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we propose the feasibility of performance improvements with the proposed
SSCFM scheme compared to one representative non-SSCFM scheme in multi-threaded and multi-core
environments.

6.1. Evaluation Environments and Benchmarks

To verify the validity of the proposed SSCFM scheme, its performance evaluation was performed
in Ubuntu 16.04.5 Linux, x86-64 architecture with 4 cores and 4 GB RAM memory. Table 1 shows the
benchmarks used for performance evaluation and their characteristics. The fast Fourier transform
(FFT), Dijkstra (DJ), Patricia (PT), secure hash algorithm (SHA), basic math (BM), stringsearch (SS),
and cyclic redundancy check (CRC) provided by Mibench 1.1 [29] were selected as the benchmarks for
the performance evaluation, as well as the Whetstone (WS) [30] and Dhrystone (DS) [31].
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Table 1. Benchmarks: Whetstone (WS), Dhrystone (DS), fast Fourier transform (FFT), Dijkstra (DJ),
Patricia (PT), secure hash algorithm (SHA), basicmath (BM), stringsearch (SS), cyclic redundancy
check (CRC).

No. Name Total Number
of Functions

Total
Number of
Basic Block

Number of
Instruction Per

Basic Block

Total Number of
Executed

Function Call (k)

Total Number of
Executed Basic

Block (k)

1 WS 4 77 8.08 152.9 1103
2 DS 12 91 6.66 15.0 84
3 FFT 7 107 6.69 32.7 4669
4 DJ 6 29 5.50 44.9 14,447
5 PT 6 212 5.40 21.7 348
6 SHA 8 66 9.46 9.7 2558
7 BM 5 110 5.98 121.4 11,962
8 SS 10 166 5.10 2.6 10,837
9 CRC 4 29 6.89 0.1 41,066

6.2. Performance Evaluation Criteria and Comparison Target

In the performance evaluation, we tried to compare execution time overhead and CFE detection
rate between the proposed SSCFM scheme and the typical non-SSCFM scheme. We selected the
SEDSR [14] scheme on behalf of non-SSCFM schemes. The main reasons for selecting the SEDSR
scheme as comparison target were as follows. First, we wanted to compare the signature-based CFE
monitoring scheme that has the same granularity of CFE detection with our proposed SSCFM scheme.
Both our SSCFM scheme and the SEDSR scheme are based on fine-grained CFE detection that performs
CFE detection for connectivity of all basic blocks. Second, the SEDSR scheme has the lowest execution
time overhead among the fine-grained CFE detection schemes proposed so far. Vankeirsbilck [12]
discussed performance comparisons in the same environments for eight representative fine-grained
CFE detection schemes, and found the SEDSR scheme had the lowest execution time overhead. Third,
the SEDSR scheme is very similar to the proposed SSCFM scheme in terms of operations that deal
with signature variables. Most signature-based CFE detection schemes use XOR or AND operations
on the signature update routine for signature variables. However, the SEDSR performs the signature
update routine by assigning the value of compile-time signatures to run-time signatures. Therefore,
it has very low execution time overhead, but low CFE detection rate. The proposed SSCFM in this
paper also performs the signature update routine through assignment without any operations such as
XOR or AND operations. However, in the SSCFM scheme, the CFE detection rate can be improved by
using the signature queue to remove the shared characteristics of the run-time signatures and by fully
covering the inter-procedural CFE with the inter-procedural CFG and the function stack. We looked
forward to our proposed SSCFM scheme having lower execution time overhead though with quite
higher CFE detection rate than SEDSR in multi-threaded and multi-core environments.

6.3. Execution Time Overhead

Figure 9 shows the execution time overhead for both the proposed SSCFM scheme and SEDSR
scheme when they were applied to each benchmark. Compared with SEDSR, the execution time
overhead with the proposed SSCFM scheme was reduced by 6.79%, 14.71%, 37.67%, 36.88%, 22.01%,
33.34%, 26.00%, 31.06%, and 31.55% of performance improvements for WS, DS, FFT, DJ, PT, SHA,
BM, SS, and CRC, respectively. The average execution time overhead was approximately 26.67%.
This performance improvement in execution time overhead reduction came from both multi-core and
multi-threading techniques.
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Figure 9. Execution time overhead.

6.4. Execution Time Overhead Analysis

We analyzed how the execution time overhead was reduced compared to the non-SSCFM schemes.
Figure 10 describes the percentage of execution time overhead for four monitoring routines: signature
enqueue, function stack routine, monitor initialization, and thread generator. The average executive
time overheads were 91.126%, 7.932%, 0.577%, and 0.368% for signature enqueue, function stack
routine, monitor initialization, and thread generator, respectively. In the SSCFM scheme, signature
update is replaced by signature enqueue, and there are additional routines, such as function stack
routine, monitor initialization, and thread generator. However, with the exception of signature
enqueue, the total execution time overhead only took 8.87% on average. Given that no execution time
overhead is required for signature verification in the SSCFM scheme, this naturally led to an overall
reduction in execution time overhead therein.
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Figure 10. Percentage of each execution time overhead.

In Figure 9, the benchmarks are divided into two groups. The first group is comprised of FFT, DJ,
SHA, BM, SS, and CRC, with performance improvements in execution time overhead of 37.67%, 36.88%,
33.34%, 26.00%, 31.06%, and 31.55%, respectively. The second group is WS, DS, and PT, showing
performance improvements in execution time overhead of 6.79%, 14.71%, and 2.01%, respectively.
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The major reason behind the performance differences can be found in Figure 10. In the first group,
the percentage of execution time overhead for the function stack routine is as high as 21.48% on
average. However, in the second group, the percentage of execution time overhead for the function
stack routine is very low, only 1.15% on average. The execution time overhead for the function stack
routine increased with the percentage of the total number of executed function calls in the total number
of executed basic blocks. These data can be also found in Table 1.

6.5. CFE Detection Rate

Figure 11 shows the CFE detection rate with the proposed SSCFM scheme and SEDSR scheme
applied to each benchmark. The average CFE detection rate of SEDSR was approximately 49.97%.
The undetected case of CFEs in SEDSR scheme was caused by the shared characteristics of run-time
signature, as noted in Section 3.2. The multi-staged signature update or signature verification proposed
in the non-SSCFM schemes could solve this problem, but this approach increased the execution time
overhead. The SSCFM scheme solved the problem with the signature queue, improving the CFE
detection rate to 91.18%, 89.67%, 96.45%, 90.96%, 89.44%, 87.60%, 97.52%, 97.63%, and 96.77% for WS,
DS, FFT, DJ, PT, SHA, BM, SS, and CRC, respectively, without increasing execution time overhead.
The average CFE detection rate of SSCFM was approximately 93.69%.
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Figure 11. CFE detection rate.

7. Conclusions

Multi-threading techniques and multi-core environments have made overall improvements to
computing systems and are now widely used in almost all computer systems. However, considering
previously proposed several schemes, there is still a part that cannot improve performance in
multi-threaded and multi-core environments. Rather, performance is degraded in multi-threaded
and multi-core environments in some case. In this paper, we introduce the SSCFM scheme that
enables performance enhancement in multi-threaded and multi-core environments by modifying
the previously proposed signature-based CFE monitoring schemes. By separating signature update
routines and signature verification routines into thread levels in the signature-based CFE monitoring
scheme, we look forward to reducing the execution time overhead of the SSCFM scheme. Compared
with SEDSR, a very similar type of scheme that operates on a single thread, the execution time
overhead with the proposed SSCFM scheme is reduced to approximately 26.67% on average of that
of SEDSR. Additionally, by using a signature queue that removes the shared characteristics of the
run-time signature and by fully covering the inter-procedural CFE with the inter-procedural CFG and
the function stack, the average CFE detection rate of the SSCFM scheme can be increased to 93.69%.
In addition, this paper introduces SSCFM generator, which can automatically apply SSCFM scheme
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to compiler base. Due to the nature of software-based CFE monitoring, the monitoring code must be
inserted into each basic block. Even if it has a good performance scheme, it would be difficult to apply
it if it is applied by hand. In future work, we will try to optimize the proposed SSCFM scheme to have
lower execution time overhead.
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DJ Dijkstra
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